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Whether state trial courts should continue to flagrantly ignore the U.S. constitutionallyprotected rights of parents to equal child custody in the absence of clear and convincing evidence of physical, psychological, or sexual abuse.
Current Law:
While current law allows state trial courts discretion to consider joint (physical/legal) custody of minor children to their parents in certain cases, it does not recognize it as an U.S. constitutional presumption to be waived only in exceptional cases. State trial courts routinely terminate custody rights in no-fault divorce cases and ignore biological fathers' rights in nearly all single parent custody cases.
A state trial court should always recognize the equal rights and responsibilities of both biological parents to the care, custody, and nurturing of their minor children, in the absence of clear and convincing unfitness. This is a civil rights issue in the judiciary.
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Reasons for Support:
A custody decision should focus upon the U.S. constitutional custody rights and responsibilities of parents first and the unfitness of parents afterwards. The "Best interests of children" are typically served by encouraging and facilitating maximum involvement among both parents and children I.
Since courts currently award joint custody as it relates to the decision-making abilities of parents, the courts are rarely presented with a true and accurate picture due the contentiousness of no-fault divorces, the adversarial climate of family courts, and their historically biased custody rulings favoring a single parent (mothers) in 88% of cases2.
	Current law requires trial courts to make findings on requests for joint custody. Trial courts should
make findings on reasons for not awarding joint physicaVlegal custody awards.
Where trial courts must determine custody under existing child custody factors, mothers receive sole physical custody in the overwhelming majority of cases. Fathers are required to motion separately for visitation (parenting time) in order to exercise their parental responsibilities.
Joint custody awards should not necessarily reflect the voluntary distribution of parental involvement in an intact household prior to divorce. The environment of a two-household, non-intact family will place new demands upon parents and children alike.
A joint physicaVlegal custody award will practically guarantee a greater involvement of both parents in the lives and activities of their children. Typical current stipulated and non-stipulated visitation (parenting time) awards hamper the effective involvement of both parents in their child's development post divorce. Custody awards to unmarried mothers seldom involve child visitation of biological fathers.
An unfit parent is easily defined by the U.S. constitution and upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court and does not go beyond physical, psychological, or child abuse. If parental unfitness were to be defined by current Michigan domestic violence statutes, then few parents (married or otherwise) would be deemed fit to parent.
	There are indeed times when joint physical/legal custody is not in the best interest of the children,
but these times are the exceptions and involve physical, psychological, or child abuse.
The Parental Parity Bill will dramatically reduce the documented bias of custody awards by state trial courts while reducing legal litigation and its associated costs; which also serve to reduce the marital assets that would ordinarily be available for the minor children.
	The Parental Parity Bill would encourage both parents to remain accessible to their children. Court
discretion can be utilized to determine specific physical custody durations based upon circumstances.
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